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DEAR PARENTS
AND PRIMARY 7 PUPILS
I am delighted that you are considering
transferring to St Patrick’s Academy
in September 2022. It is gratifying to
see so many young people showing an
interest in the Academy and we hope
you enjoy reading our prospectus and
watching our Open Day video.
The past two years have been a challenge for
all schools and I couldn’t be more pleased with
the ways in which our staff and pupils have
responded. We have a strong community of
learners and unstinting commitment in our
staff to bring out the very best in our students.
Thankfully, we have now restored most
aspects of school life to normal and our extracurricular programme has resumed. So, all
aspiring young sports enthusiasts, musicians,
stage performers can look forward to enjoying
the richness of Academy life in 2022.
At the Academy we blend tradition with
progress. The Catholic Ethos and Gaelic culture
remain core values of the school, combined
with enlightened attitudes to learning, outward
looking ambitions and tolerance for diversity.
We nurture talent and allow young people the
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space to grow and develop in their own unique
ways by trying to have something for everyone.
Our staff are caring and committed
to their profession, providing strong
pastoral and learning support. We invest
heavily in counselling with emotional
and learning interventions so that young
people can learn from their mistakes
and recover quickly from setbacks.
We invest also in the very best of
buildings and facilities for our students,
giving them a school that they can be
proud of and the best start in life.
We are a school that never stands still;
we are always striving to improve what
we do and to offer the best of everything.
I am confident that if you choose the
Academy you will not be disappointed.

Principal Fintan Donnelly
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VARIED CURRICULUM
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The Academy’s curriculum is broad and
balanced. We want to ensure that all pupils, no
matter their starting points, backgrounds, or
individual needs, are afforded the same ambitious
curriculum and an equal chance to succeed.
Our provision goes beyond the requirements of the
Northern Ireland Curriculum whilst, at the same time,
maximising opportunities for the greatest number of
students. We are able to accommodate the choices of the
vast majority of pupils. You will be reassured to know that
in an era of great change, we maintain a solid grammar
school curriculum with a strong emphasis on English,
Mathematics, the Sciences, Languages and Humanities,
but we complement this with one of the widest ranges
of new courses available locally. We embrace areas
such as: IT, Business, Media, Performing Arts, Social
Sciences, Health & Social Care, Environmental
Technology and Engineering, so as to equip our
young people for the future with the right blend
of knowledge, understanding and skills.
Subject options at KS4 are fully flexible,
affording pupils the opportunity to take
the subjects most suited to their needs
and aspirations. This is supported by our
extensive careers education programme
W
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which aims to support pupils in recognising their skills
and qualities and matching them to the most suitable
courses. We spend a lot of time with students discussing
subject choice both at GCSE and A Level. Subject
options at post-16 are designed (i) to ensure that
the subject requirements of all third level courses
are met (ii) to reflect student demand and (iii)
to provide opportunities for each student to
develop the skills and attributes needed to
contribute fully to society in adult life.
The majority of our students will take nine
subjects to GCSE, but there are opportunities
for students to take ten or more subjects.

As a grammar school we continue to
place a strong emphasis on academic
rigour and on preparing our students for
quality university courses, yet we equally
encourage pupils to consider the new
opportunities that are open to them such as
apprenticeships and foundation degrees.
W
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Zurich Young Portrait Prize 2021
Loren Mc Kenna was shortlisted for her
remarkable portrait Deliberation. The work
was created using oil on cardboard and is
on display at the National Gallery of Ireland.
W
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A RICH AND
VARIED CURRICULUM
KS3

GCSE

Art & Design

Additional Mathematics

Irish

Accounting

Irish

Careers Education

Art & Design

Italian

Applied Health and Social care

Information Technology

Drama

Business Studies

Journalism

Art & Design

Life & Health Science

English

Careers Education
(not examined)

Learning for Life & Work

Biology

Mathematics

Mathematics

Business Studies

Media Studies

Media Studies

Careers Education
(not examined)

Music

French
Geography
History
Home Economics
ICT
Irish
Mathematics
Music
Physical Education
Personal Development
& Citizenship
Religious Education
Science
Technology

Digital Technology – Multimedia
Digital Technology –
Programming
Double Award Science
Drama
Engineering
English Language
English Literature
Food and Nutrition
French
Further Maths
Geography
History

A LEVEL

Music
Physical Education
Religious Education
Single Award Science
Spanish
Technology and Design
Triple Award Science

Chemistry
Digital Technology
Economics*
Engineering (BTEC)*
English Literature
Environmental Technology
French
Further Mathematics
Geography
Government & Politics

Nutrition and Food Science
Performing Arts
Physical Education
Physics
Psychology
Religious Studies
Sociology
Software Systems Development
Spanish*
Technology and Design

History

*Subject available through ALC
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ACHIEVING EXCELLENCE
TOGETHER
The Academy has a long tradition
in producing academic excellence
and we pride ourselves in
maintaining that tradition.
We achieve it by nurturing relationships
and creating an environment where
children are happy. We know that when
children are happy, they thrive. With
supportive teaching and innovative
approaches, we develop a culture of
learning that produces outstanding
results year after year. We work hard
to raise the standards for every child
regardless of his or her particular
strengths and we work to add value
to the performance of every child. We
are always responding to changing
economic conditions as the skills and
qualifications needed for the future
are very different from those that
were needed a generation ago.
We strive to maintain high standards of
performance and our pupils continue
to produce excellent results year on
year. While the rigour of traditional
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A Level subjects has undoubtedly
increased, it is pleasing to see so many
of our pupils still performing at a high
level and gaining access to the most
competitive university courses and
apprenticeship degree programs.
While examination results are not
everything, we all know that good results
greatly improve a young person’s life
chances, so academic excellence is
something that we will not compromise
on. At the same time, we are conscious
that life chances are enhanced through
the development of wider skills in
teamwork, communication, decision
making, interpersonal relations and
personal presentation. We invest
in all of these for our pupils and
any young person coming out
of the Academy will have the
academic achievement but will
also have the skills and qualities
needed to succeed in life.

The success of our approach is evident in our pupils’
performance. In 2021 99% of our pupils achieved 7+ GCSEs at
grades A*-C. In English and Science pupils achieved 100% in
grades A*-C and at A Level we continue to have great success
with 93% of pupils achieving three A Levels in grades A*-C.

W
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PATHWAY
TO SUCCESS
We believe that it takes more than
good grades to achieve success in
life and we believe that through our
tailored careers programme, we can
help students develop the knowledge,
skills, qualities and attitudes which
give them a strong foundation for
lifelong learning and work in a rapidly
changing economic environment.
The school has strong and everwidening links with both universities
and local business and offers workrelated learning opportunities through
a range of industry visits and in-school
talks and events. A school-based work
experience programme is in place
for all Year 13 pupils. Job applications
and interview skills play a prominent
role in careers lessons from year 12
onwards and our own mock interview
programme has been hugely successful
in helping our students secure places
in the most competitive university
courses including those in Oxford and
Cambridge, where a number of our
past pupils are currently studying.

UNIFROG
In keeping with our commitment to
provide students with tailored careers
guidance and support when choosing
their next step after school, we are
using Unifrog; an award-winning, online
careers platform. All students in Years
10, 12, 13 and 14 now have access to
this highly valuable website. Unifrog
makes it easy for students to compare
and choose the best university courses,
apprenticeships or further education
courses. They can also explore exciting
opportunities further afield by looking
at English-taught undergraduate
programmes available in Europe and
the USA. In addition, it now offers a
range of online webinars and virtual
work experience opportunities to help
students explore future pathways.

W
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PATHWAY
TO SUCCESS
In the Academy, we are always mindful
that we are preparing young people for life.
We want our young people to develop the
necessary skills required to understand
and navigate the world of work and
develop a knowledge and understanding
of themselves as individuals to allow
them to learn and make choices that
enable them to meet their full potential.

MEGA
The school is delighted to be taking part
in the MEGA Ambassador programme.

Over the summer
Anna Grew worked in
Terex, Dungannon as
part of their ‘summer
placement’ programme.
“Next year I hope to
study engineering at
university and working at
Terex over the summer
confirmed that this is
the career for me.”

Manufacturing & Engineering Growth
& Advancement (MEGA) has been
established to ensure the manufacturing
and engineering industry in MidUlster has a continuous skilled talent
pipeline and that our young people
are aware of the range of careers in
this field. Our school has now been
allocated its own MEGA ambassador
who, in conjunction with Sentinus,
will deliver a programme designed to
enhance students’ awareness of the
opportunities available in local industry.

STEM
At St Patrick’s Academy, we
will continue to invest in the
workforce of the future; raising
young people’s skills, aspirations
and knowledge of STEM. It is
envisaged that as the world
becomes more dependent on
technology that the range of
businesses and industries involving
science, technology, engineering,
and maths will grow significantly.
Therefore, in St Patrick’s Academy,
‘Success through STEM’ is a
key focus from Key Stage 3
through to Key Stage 5. We aim
to develop in our students skills,
knowledge and understanding in
STEM related subjects in order
for them to take advantage of job
opportunities in the future and
so contribute to the economy.
The majority of our pupils study
at least one STEM subject at A
Level, a recognition of the value
which our students place on
studying STEM for future careers.

A portfolio of innovative and
exciting programmes and activities
are organised to enthuse and
engage our students in STEM;
Career mornings
ALMAC student placements
W5 Analysing DNA workshop
RSC/QUB ‘Chemistry in a Suitcase’
Irish Biology Olympiad
International Chemistry Olympiad
KS3 Salters Festival of Chemistry
W5 LEGO Mindstorms
Sentinus Research Projects
CREST awards
Build a Plane project
QUB Maths competition
UKMT Maths Challenge
JP Mc Manus Award
Hans Sloane Awards

W
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PATHWAY
TO SUCCESS
“Technology & Design was always my
favourite subject at the Academy.
I looked forward to a Thursday as I
knew the morning promised a triple
class, where I could get stuck into a
SolidWorks design, or a schematic
drawing for a full hour and a half. I’ll
never forget my A Level project – a
car park counter – as it was my first
real foray into electronics design.
There is no doubt in my mind that those
classes over seven years and that
passion for technology has brought
me to where I am now. Another big
part of my STEM experience was the
Sentinus programme I joined in sixth
form. Mr Gourley and Mrs Mc Laughlin
mentored myself and 3 other technology
students through a project for a local
plastics company which was our first
venture into real world engineering.

After the project was completed, I
became a Sentinus ambassador for
a couple of years and would regularly
visit secondary schools to speak
about the importance of STEM,
particularly to young women.
Choosing a degree was a struggle
but I knew for certain that it would
be in Engineering. After deciding on
a degree in Electrical & Electronics
Engineering at Queen’s, I completed a
placement year in Andor Technology,
where I was offered a job as a
Hardware Engineer after graduation.
It’s now five years later, I have
been promoted to management
and I’ve never looked back!”
Niamh Mc Kee –Hardware
Engineer, Andor Technology

W
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PAST PUPILS
WHERE ARE THEY NOW?
Clíodhna Coyle – Translator, European Commission
“I cannot emphasise enough how formative my
years in St Patrick’s Academy were. On my first
day, the 1st of September 2008, I remember being
told by the then-Principal Mrs Connolly to join as
many clubs and teams as possible. I was a member
of the Pioneer Club, the choir and the Traditional
Music Group the whole way through school.
“I still cherish my memories from various trips/
events that my membership in these groups
afforded me. I discovered early on that my strength
was in languages. The Academy more than
fostered this interest, with a strong Irish language
ethos and trips to China and Paris that sparked
a passion for travel that is still going strong.
“I had wonderful language teachers both in the
Irish and French departments, and it is due to their
dedication and expertise that I am where I am
today. I studied French and Léann an Aistriúcháin
(translation studies) in the National University
of Ireland, Galway and am now working in the
European Commission in Brussels as a linguistic
assistant in the Irish translation department.”

Corin Kelly – Restructuring and
Forensics Accountant, KPMG
“M y time in St. Patrick’s Academy undoubtedly
presented me with the opportunity to
discover and develop a passion that I
have managed to turn into a career.
“T hrough my years in St. Patrick’s Academy my
fondness for the school, faculty and subjects
continuously grew. I discovered a real interest
in Accountancy and Business under the superb
supervision of Mrs Conroy and Mr McGhee.
Throughout my A Level studies this interest slowly
developed into a thriving strength, aided by our weekly
quizzes on business news with Mrs Conroy. This
developed a routine of staying up to date with current
business news, something I have continued to date.
I chose a degree in Finance at Queen’s University
Belfast to develop a detailed overall understanding
of Business and Accountancy. Having eventually
made the final decision to pursue Accountancy, I
chose a field within this which allowed me to still
maintain my business interests - Restructuring and
Forensics with KPMG Ireland. My time in the Academy
was instrumental in arriving at this destination.”
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UNIFORM
The Academy uniform is designed to be practical, smart, comfortable, affordable
and easily available.
Wearing the correct uniform shows commitment and pride in being an Academy pupil
and is clearly associated with our high standards, expectations and school ethos.
ALL STUDENTS

OUTDOOR CLOTHING

School blazer with crest

School scarf

Clip-on school tie

Outdoor jacket: navy waterproof jacket
with the school crest may be worn
over, not instead of, the blazer

Years 8 -12 blue Trutex/Banner blouse/shirt
Years 13 & 14 white Trutex/Banner blouse/shirt

PE Uniform: Years 8 – 12 Boys and Girls

V-neck jumper (school regulation only)

School crested football shirt,
shorts and socks

GIRLS’ CLOTHING
Navy pleated skirt worn below the
knee (school regulation only)*
Plain black leather school shoes - heel height
must not exceed 2.5cm; ‘sling-backs’, mules,
boots, trainers and so on are not permitted
Navy tights
Years 13 & 14 white Trutex/Banner blouse/shirt

“I really like my school uniform because it looks
very smart and since everyone is wearing it, it
makes me feel like we are one big school family.”
Ava-Rose Marshall

V-neck jumper (school regulation only)
BOYS’ CLOTHING
Plain black trousers
Black Socks
Plain black leather shoes

Trainers, football boots, swimwear
HAIR STYLES
Hair should be neat and tidy at all times.
Students must not adopt hairstyles which
are extreme, with regard to length or colour
Hair should not be cut more
closely than ‘Number 3’
Boys’ faces must be clean shaven

A full copy of the uniform policy including our
position on make-up, jewellery and hair styles
is available on the school website.
* A ll students from September 2022 will wear
the ‘new’ design of skirt. Skirt must be worn
below the knee.

W
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PASTORAL CARE
When you entrust your child to us, you can be
confident that he or she will be treated with respect
and every effort made to help develop friendships.
Our Year 8 pupils have many wonderful opportunities to
establish new friendships usually beginning with events
such as Seal Scléipe in June followed by our Yellow Brick
Road Programme in September. We have introduced
a ‘Settling In’ form to enable each child to tell us a little
bit about themselves so that they can be placed in a
class with like-minded children with similar interests and
hobbies. This should enable pupils to find new and lasting
friendships. To support students and their parents in their
transition, we have created an induction microsite. This
enabled us to hold a virtual induction programme that
provided students and parents with key information for
September, a welcome video, an opportunity to meet key
members of staff and offered parents a help desk facility.
Year 8 pupils have the school to themselves on their first day
and our senior prefects are on hand to show them around.
At lunch time all Year 8 students get out five minutes early
to give them priority in the dining room and to give them the
additional opportunity to explore all the facilities available.
For the month of September, they get out of class five
minutes early at home time so that they have a little more
time to familiarise themselves with the bus system in place.
W
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PASTORAL CARE
We always maintain a strong teacher presence around
the Academy – on the corridors, in the playgrounds
and football pitches and at the bus waiting areas.
This keeps good order for everyone and there will
always be an adult to ask if your child has a problem.
We place great emphasis in our pastoral programme
on the formation and nurturing of friendships and as
a consequence when we ask our pupils what they
liked best about the Academy they placed friends
and teachers at the top of the list. Our pupils find
their own space to grow and develop and we work
hard at resolving differences when they arise.
We believe in creating a happy and supportive
environment and find that this leads to better
learning and greater personal achievement as
your child progresses through the school.

service, which goes far beyond that which you will
find in most schools. Our counsellor is a trained
psychotherapist and Trauma-Informed Counsellor.
All Key Stage 3 pupils have a wellbeing period on
their timetable. This is a time for pupils to unwind,
catch up with their peers and go on the Academy 1K
walk. In addition, the pupils participate in Neuronimo,
a mental and physical health programme delivered
by a charity called ‘Reverse The Trend Foundation’
in partnership with the Education Authority. We
also have a student wellbeing group who promote
the importance of good physical and mental health
through a range of activities, such as the ‘Walk this
May’ step challenge and competitions during Healthy
Eating Week. We invest a lot of time and energy into
our pastoral care provision to ensure the personal
development and well-being of each child.

Early in Year 8 our pupils experience the
unique “Find, Follow and Connect on the
Yellow Brick Road” programme which
helps young people develop perspective
and resilience, while building lasting
friendships. You will be reassured to
know that, should your child need
additional support, we provide a
very comprehensive counselling
W
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A bigger school means more for everyone;
• More subject options
• More extracurricular opportunities
• More facilities
• More friends
• More specialised staff
• More career and business opportunities
• More success
Over the last two years we have really seen the
benefit of being a bigger school. Our size has
made the management of social distancing and
safe movement on corridors much easier. We
have worked very hard to ensure the best and
safest learning environment for all our pupils.
We have revised classroom layouts and seating
plans, provided students with access to hand
sanitisers, and face masks alongside regular
risk assessments to ensure that we can protect
all members of our school community.

W
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BIGGER
AND BETTER
“St Patrick’s Academy is full of wonderful pupils
and caring staff. Making friends was scary at
first but the teachers were so kind and helped
me with any worries. I have made so many new
friends and I am enjoying my time here so much!”
Camila Viana, St Patrick’s Primary School
“The range of subjects are amazing, and all of
the teachers are always there to help you with
your work. I love all my new subjects, especially
having the opportunity to learn new languages.
Irish and French are really interesting.”
Eoin Ferguson, St Patrick’s PS Annaghmore
“It is really easy to make new friends with
someone with the same interests as you
because there are so many other pupils.”
Hannah Mc Geown, Clintyclay Primary School

“At the start of the year I was worried about getting
the bus, but now I love it. It’s super relaxing
and a great way to wind down at the end.”
Catriona Mc Grath, St Johns Kingsisland
“T he school facilities are really up to date. One
of my favourite things about being at this big
school is navigating around the building. It
might seem scary but there are signposts all
around the school – so you won’t get lost!”
Finley O’ Neill, Holy Trinity Primary School
“T his school has really exceeded my
expectations. All of my teachers have been
working extra hard to keep us safe at
school during the Covid Pandemic.”
Maria Mullan, Laghey Primary School

“It’s really easy to make new friends because
everyone is really nice, and the teachers are really
supportive. There are lots of extra-curricular
activities like Soccer, Gaelic and Basketball. Not
only do you get to be part of a team, but you also
have the opportunity to make new friends.
Rhys Magee, Endendork Primary School
W
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DINING
FACILITIES
We have two very modern dining areas in the Academy, serving a
wide range of snacks and meals at breakfast, break and lunchtime.
We also have a coffee shop for older pupils available in the Ardlann.
Ask any pupil and they will tell you that the dining areas are great
places to catch up with your friends over breakfast, break or lunch.
Having a healthy, balanced diet that follows the advice of the
Eatwell Guide can improve concentration levels, memory,
and information processing. Foods that are rich in fibre keep
the body feeling fuller for longer, providing enough energy
to focus and stay alert throughout the school day.
Pupils who make healthy choices in the canteen
are rewarded with points on their sQuid account.
The canteen run a competition each year and the
pupils with the most points receive a prize.
We take great pride in producing food that is
nutritious, delicious, imaginative and attractively
presented, with the emphasis being on healthier
choices. We have a range of menus to ensure
that our pupils always have plenty of choice.

“I really enjoy the atmosphere and chatter in the canteen. As well as the yummy
food we get to eat in the mezzanine overlooking the canteen, and guess what…
first years get out 5mins earlier than the rest of the school for breaktime!”
Anna Hughes

W
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Our school has been
recently shortlisted for
the “NI ICT Excellence
Awards”, with winners being
announced in March 2022.

ICT infrastructure; all classrooms
have touchscreen boards and
we enjoy reliable and secure Wifi
campus-wide. All teachers have
their own iPad which they use
to develop creative resources
and innovative lessons for their
The shortlisting of our school
recognises our impactful blended google classrooms. Digital inking
using the iPad enables individual
learning approaches and in
particular, our effective continuity feedback to be annotated
of learning strategies supporting directly onto the pupils work and
swiftly returned. Lessons are
pupils who need to self-isolate.
engaging, varied and interesting,
We actively use digital tools to
they provide challenge and also
enhance teaching and learning
support. Through the use of preacross all subject areas and use
the Google for Education suite as recorded videos, the pupils have
our main platform. Most recently, access to their own teacher,
twelve of our teaching staff were instructing and modelling the
core concepts of a lesson. Pupils
accredited as Google Certified
can use these videos to learn
Educators, with all training inat their own pace, going back
house, delivered by our senior
and re-watching, skipping and
teacher Mrs Danielle McKernan;
accelerating through concepts
a certified Google Trainer and
as they choose. Engaging
Coach and the only person in
Ireland to be accepted onto both low-stake online quizzes allow
opportunities for pupil practice
of these Google programmes.
and self-reflection on their
Our school has invested in our
W
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DIGITAL LEARNING
AT THE ACADEMY
learning, while providing valuable
insights for teachers on areas to
provide further assistance. Pupils
are encouraged to have learning
conversations with their teachers
in the private comments section
of google classroom, enabling
our teachers to be responsive
and to provide rich, personalised
feedback. This develops in our
pupils a sense of responsibility
and ownership of their learning.
We know learning is social and
our online classrooms provide
opportunities for collaborative
projects which support problemsolving and self-led research.
Team work and communication
skills develop intrinsically and
etiquette in behaviours for
working digitally are exemplified
and practiced. Live lessons
are provided to pupils working
remotely due to self-isolation,
whereby we aim to provide
equity of access to learning.
Pupils working from home take

THE ACADEMY
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a “digital seat” in the classroom
and can avail of the same
expert instruction, modelling,
explanation and the same
opportunity to have their learning
guided and misconceptions
responded to early in the learning
process. To further develop
future-ready skills, we provide
mock interviews using video calls.
This provides an opportunity for
our pupils to develop confidence
in front of the camera and to
experience how a professional
video call is conducted, preparing
many for the subsequent
video interviews required by
universities. This has been an
exciting year for digital learning,
accelerating the development
of digital skills and developing
values vital for success in
the emerging digital world.

W
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PARENTAL
PARTNERSHIP
When you entrust the Academy
with the care and education
of your child, we see that as
the beginning of a partnership
with you in the nurturing and
development of your son or
daughter until they leave us
as young men and women.
For this partnership to work
effectively, we provide many
opportunities for parents to
become closely involved with
their children’s education
and development.
• We normally begin with a Parent
Information Morning in August
of Year 8 where you will get
the opportunity to meet with
your child’s Form Tutor and
other key members of staff
such as the school counsellor,
both of whom will play an
important role in ensuring the
well-being of your child.

• We host parent teacher
meetings each year to provide
you with the opportunity to
get a first-hand report on
your child’s progress and
development with each teacher.

THE ACADEMY
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“We believe in creating a happy and supportive
environment and find that this leads to better
learning and greater personal achievement as
your child progresses through the school.”

• We have an “open door”
policy and we encourage you
to contact us and meet with
us should you be concerned
about any aspect of
your child’s progress
or development.
• Equally, we do not wait for
problems to arise and we will
contact you if we have any
concerns about your child’s
progress or happiness.
• We provide you with progress
statements twice each year
as well as full written reports
once a year and we follow
these up with individual
meetings where appropriate.

W
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STATE-OF-THE-ART
FACILITIES
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Our school is one of the largest in Northern
Ireland with all the latest specialised facilities.
For example, our science and technology suites
are modelled on the latest educational thinking with
classroom layouts and equipment. All classrooms
are designed around the needs of learners and are
equipped to facilitate the most effective teaching
and learning approaches. Classrooms are fitted
with Teaching Walls, incorporating the latest digital
touchscreen technology, an important element of
our programme to allow for more flexible teaching
strategies that facilitate different modes of learning. In
addition, students have access to our new library, and
small groups of students have facilities to run their own
collaborative learning groups in the library group room.
For those who are interested in astronomy have access
to a rather unique facility in the school observatory with
a rotating dome and 14-inch telescope. Opportunities
to work with the equipment and facilities used by
professionals are some of the best ways of inspiring
young people to aim high and to develop a clearer
sense of possible career paths at an early age. This
is why we complement our facilities with extensive
input from professionals in the world of work.
W
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STATE-OF-THE-ART
FACILITIES
We use the same approach in music
and media studies, where pupils can
work with iPads and Apple Mac suites,
experiencing the professional world
of music technology and video editing.
The new suites for the creative and
expressive elements of the curriculum
are extensive and of the highest quality.

Our Sports Pavilion is at the centre
of our outdoor facilities including:
• Two full sized Gaelic pitches
• One full sized soccer pitch,
• Four hard court tennis courts,
• One 3G pitch and one gravel pitch.

Our technology department have
thirty designated computers used
for computer aided design and
manufacturing as well as electronic
simulation and programming software.
We are delighted to have the very
latest equipment including two laser
cutters, three 3D printers and three
CNC routers for our pupils to use.

• A fully equipped matrix fitness suite,
• One spinning/dance studio,
• A full-sized netball/basketball
sports hall, and
• One gymnasium.
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Indoor sports facilities include:

These facilities allow our pupils to access
a full range of sporting activities on the
school site ranging from traditional
sports to all health-related activities.

Our indoor and outdoor sports
facilities are amongst the best
in any school in the country.
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GAELIC SPORTS

GIRLS GAELIC FOOTBALL

The Academy prides itself on a wellearned reputation in sport. Our sporting
pedigree is something we value and
celebrate as a school community, and
we have a number of experienced and
dedicated teachers within our staff
that coach and manage teams in a wide
variety of sports. In addition, we have
a full time Gaelic coach who will assist
and challenge players to achieve their
full potential across all our traditional
games. We are committed to providing
the best sporting opportunities for all our
pupils. We have been very successful
in the modern era winning numerous
trophies and competing regularly in
the latter stages of competitions both
provincially and nationally. All our
pupils are encouraged to develop their
sporting interests and talents and can
avail of a number of opportunities on
a recreation and/or competitive basis.
We encourage pupils to participate
in whatever way they can, as it is a
great source of enjoyment and an
opportunity to build lasting friendships.

Our Year 8 girls are encouraged to
represent the school in Ladies Gaelic
football and the Year 8 team. 56 Year
8 pupil regularly turn out for training
and have competed in a number of blitz
competitions to date. The future looks
bright with a talents bunch of players.
Our senior ladies took pride of place in
2019 making the breakthrough on the
National stage. Winning a highly contested
Ulster Championship the senior team went
on to win the U.20 All Ireland title for the
first time in the school’s history. Promoted
to the topflight in Ulster football in 2020,
the girls reached the semi-final of Ulster.
Our 2021/22 is well underway and both
our Senior and U.16 Ladies have qualified
through the league stages and will soon
contest the Ulster Colleges Semi-Final.
Six of our pupils have been nominated
for All Star awards during this season
and we were delighted when Lana
Sheehy and Beth Jones were
selected for the Ulster Colleges
All Star Panel for 2022.

Our 2021 U.16 Camogie Captain
Emma Holmes receiving the
Ulster title from Sr. Mairead.
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CAMOGIE
Our Year 8 girls are encouraged to pick
up the camán early in their first year.
Our Camogie teams have a proud
record in Ulster competitions at all age
groups but the Senior Camogs made
the breakthrough on the National stage
in 2019 finishing as runners-up in the
All-Ireland Final. Promoted in Ulster,
the 2020 senior team went on to win
back-to-back Ulster titles and following
an All- Ireland semi-final replay, went
on to lift the All-Ireland title for the
first time in our school history.

“Some of my best memories as an Academy student has been wearing a sports jersey, making life-long friends of teammates at Ladies Gaelic football, camogie, basketball and athletics. The skills and qualities which sport has taught me will
benefit me throughout my life. I had the honour and privilege this year of captaining our Camogie team and winning the
Ulster title is something I will always treasure, not just because of the victory but the progress we made as a team and for
the other wonderful opportunities that lie ahead for this team” Emma Holmes 2021 U.16 Ulster winning Captain

Our 2021/22 season is well under
way and our U.16 team has set
the bar high by lifting the Ulster
title and will compete in the AllIreland Semi-final in January.
Katie Comiskey, one our Senior
Camogs has been recognised
with an All-Star award,
bringing the total number
of awards to twelve.
W
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Tyrone Team Academy Visit
Our school community was bursting with excitement
when we welcomed back our past pupils from the
Tyrone 2021 All Ireland winning team. We are proud
to have 17 past pupils among the management,
players, and back-room team. We are so proud
of them all and we were delighted they took the
time to come to see us. See the video here
W
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BOYS GAELIC FOOTBALL
The MacRory Cup is the blue ribbon
event of Ulster Colleges sporting
calendar for boys. We are proud to have
a strong record in this competition,
achieving success in 1991, 1997, 2004,
2008 & 2009 and finished as runnersup in 2011 & 2016. In 2020 we reached
the semi-final stage and our Brock
Cup team were inaugural winners at
senior level. This year our Mac Rory
Cup endeavours have got off to a very
promising start as we are well on track
to make the quarter final stages of the
competition in our quest for success.
The hard work and commitment
displayed by our students has
been recognised at Ulster Colleges
level in Boys Gaelic football and in
total 27 All Star Awards have been
awarded to individual players in
recognition of their contribution.
We are very proud of our players
many of whom go on to represent
their clubs and counties at minor and
senior level with great success.

Every boy coming into Year 8 is
encouraged to attend after school
GAA coaching from the start of their
school year. This year we have 79 Year
8 boys attending after school football.
The emphasis at this stage is on fun,
participation and enjoyment. As the
boys move through each year they are
entered into a variety of competitions:
Year 8:
The Martin O’Farrell Blitz
Year 9:
D’alton Cup, Nannery Cup
Year 10:
Corn na nOg
Year 11:
Oisin McGrath Cup
Year 12:
Rannafast Cup
Year 13 and 14:
Mac Cormack Cup, Brock
Cup, MacRory Cup
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“Gaelic football in the Academy is a unique experience. The sense
of camaraderie is very special, and I have made great memories
playing school football. Playing with and against the best players
in Ulster has given me the opportunity to develop teamwork and
leadership skills alongside making me a better sports person.”
Adam Toner, MacRory Captain
W
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HURLING
Hurling is also a prominent sport in our school life,
with numerous successes over the years including
when six of our hurlers featured in the 2018 Casement
Cup winning team. Teams play at Ulster Colleges
level and over the years several of our students have
been recognised with Provincial All-Star awards
with Fionn Devlin being the latest recipient. We are
proud to have a number of our past and current
pupils playing key roles for their county teams.

BASKETBALL & NETBALL
One of the most popular sports in the Academy, basketball
is offered to boys and girls in all year groups. We have
had notable success at provincial and All Ireland level
over recent years, with the under 19 girls’ basketball team
making history on the 25th February 2020 winning the
first ever All-Ireland girls’ basketball title for the school.
Many of the boys’ and girls’ teams compete well in their
leagues, reaching provincial finals and All Ireland playoffs. Past pupil Abigail Rafferty should be commended for
her representation on Irish basketball teams throughout
her time here and a special recognition for her recent
selection onto the Irish Women’s Senior basketball team.
After a long break due to restrictions, we are excited and
looking forward to getting back on the court again this
year. School Netball also attracts many participants from

various year groups with teams competing in the MidUlster competitions and the N.I. League at junior level.

ATHLETICS
If you are interested in athletics, our recently
formed club has gone from strength to strength
with increasing numbers of participants and
growing success. The club consists of students
from Year 8 to Year 12, with boys and girls
competing at Local, District and Ulster level.
We hope as Covid 19 restrictions ease that
we will be back up a running again soon.

SOCCER & GOLF
Our year 8, 9 and 10 pupils compete in a
number of soccer competitions including
the Mid Ulster leagues for schools, the
Mid Ulster Cup and the N.Ireland Cup.
Once our students reach year 13 and
14 they also have the opportunity to
play in the highly prestigious senior
N. Ireland Cup. Our Golfers also
have the opportunity to enter a
number of competitions such
as the Ulster Championship
and the Darren Clarke
Schools’ League.
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Our extracurricular programme is designed
to prepare our pupils for employment,
active citizenship, and leadership.
Pupils are encouraged to join at least one club or
society while at school. In a large school such as
ours, we can cater for a wide range of individual
tastes. In addition, the school participates in
a wide range of competitions and events.
Some of our Competitions and events include:
• Abair (Gael-Linn) public speaking
• Art Exhibition in Linen green
• Creative writing
• European Day of Language
• Feis Dhún Geanainn & Feis an Oileáin agus na Cluaine
• Francofest
• Gaeilge 24
• Hispanofest
• Public speaking
• Scrúdú an fháinne
• Tráth na gCeist
• Some of our trips include:
• Donegal Gaeltacht
• Paris trip
• History trip
• Ski trip
W
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Extracurricular Activities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Astronomy Club
Build a plane
Business Newsletter Group
Chess/ Games Club
Choir
Cookery Club
Coding Club
Debating/Public Speaking/ Mock Trial
Duke of Edinburgh Award
John Paul 2 Award
Lego Club
Liturgy Group
Orchestra
Pioneer Club
School Nutrition and Action
Group (SNAG),
Sentinus R & D Engineering
Speech & Drama
Sports Clubs (see previous section)
St Vincent de Paul Society
Traditional Group
UK Maths Challenge
Writing club
Young Enterprise Group
Future Chef Competition

‘The Wrap Up’ is an Academy Newsletter
created by a group of nine A Level
business studies student.
Rationale:
We think it is important for young
people to have knowledge on stories
in the world around us, we look at
PESTLE factors when devising
our stories, including topics such
as: the economy, technology,
politics, the environment, and
the business world.Our positive
and straightforward newsletter
will be a brilliant contrast
from the everyday doomand-gloom in the news.
We want to provide
our target audience
of students with the
opportunity to educate
themselves in an
enjoyable manner.

The Wrap Up team
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MUSIC
AND DRAMA
The value of music in the Academy lies in its
contribution to the enjoyment and enrichment
of our pupils’ lives.
The high-quality music education we offer enables
lifelong participation and enjoyment of music,
as well as providing the foundations for those
who choose to pursue a career in music. With
a choice of instrumental and vocal ensembles,
St Patrick’s Academy offers students a range of
opportunities to develop their talents. The school
orchestra, string ensemble, Irish traditional groups
and senior and junior choirs foster the musical
talents of our pupils and provide entertainment
at various school functions. Their talents are
also appreciated by the wider community, as we
participate in Carol Services, Spring concerts, and
many other events and competitions. In the past,
the Academy Senior Choir had the opportunity
to perform in Carnegie Hall, New York.
The Music Computer Suite provides students
with opportunities to be creative and expressive
and experience the professional world of music
technology with access to Apple MacBooks
and iMacs. In preparation for their exam
performances our music students take part in

“I really enjoy music, as already we have had the opportunity to learn how to play
the keyboards and ukuleles. I like performing in front of my class and it has really
boosted my confidence. I can’t wait to create and perform more music in Year 8!”
Aoife Black 8D
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evening recitals and are encouraged to take every
opportunity to develop their talents to the full.
The music department is delighted to be involved
with the EA Music service project called Music
Makers. This hugely successful project involves
the music department, instrumental tutors and
local primary schools coming together to make
music fun as well as educational and aims to help
each young musician to develop their abilities
and confidence in playing and performing. The
project culminates in an annual concert which
has been hosted by St Patrick’s Academy.
“M usic has been my company through some of the
biggest moments in my life. To me Music is a universal
language. I believe everyone should have the
opportunity to express themselves through music.”
Kyle Hughes 12D

DRAMA

8. Classes take place in the Drama Suite which
is fully equipped with blackout curtains, tiered
seating, Green Room, lighting and sound.
Many past Academy Drama pupils have gone on to
become great performers, most notably, Fra Fee.
Fra has performed on film, Broadway and in the
West End with his most recent accomplishment
starring in the new Marvel TV series Hawkeye.
We were also delighted to hear this year that
the Lyric Theatre chose to cast our incredibly
talented past pupils Jack Carberry and Kevin
Canavan in their production of “Dracula”.
St. Patrick’s Academy has a wonderful tradition of
producing top class dramatic and musical productions,
including, Les Miserables, Twelve Angry Men and
more recently Seán O’Casey’s great play, Juno
and the Paycock. Being an active member of the
music and drama departments offers opportunities
of a lifetime which are not to be missed!

All Year 8 pupils take a drama module. The focus of
lessons is on developing physical and vocal skills,
working in pairs and groups. Techniques such as
improvisation, mime, role-play, hot-seating and
freeze-frames are practised; participation and
enjoyment of drama is very much the aim in Year
W
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“Studying in St Patrick’s Academy was an excellent experience, it provided me with vast
amounts of opportunities and provided me with skills I will carry on with me through my
academic career and personal life. For A Level I studied Performing Arts with Mr Shields and Mr
Devlin and had the opportunity to perform in the school production of Juno and the Paycock.
Under their guidance I became more confident and skilled on stage which has helped me
gain a place in the lyric theatre drama studio. Studying at the Academy was an experience
which really prepared me for further study at university. The skills which I have developed
help me to keep up with a high standard of work in Queens university studying law.”
Kevin Canavan
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HEAD BOY - Michael Burnett
I can still vividly remember attending the Academy
open day 7 years ago. I wasn’t sure what to expect
but the school was full of exciting new subjects
and experiences. I listened carefully to what the
current pupils and teachers had to say. This only
served to heighten my excitement but the thing I
remember most was the chance to take part in the
PE demonstration in the old school assembly hall.
On the first day my parents dropped me to the bus in
Portadown and my friends and I dressed in our new
uniforms chatted the whole way. I was lucky I had a
good few of my friends from Primary school transferring
with me and we were all in the same form class, 8C.
By break time on the first day the Portadown lads had
swelled their football companions by two fold as we
were joined by boys from Eglish and Dungannon.
Year 8 is an exciting and enriching time at the Academy.
In year 8, Maths was my favourite subject and it still
is 7 years later. I also remember with great fondness
winning a prize along with my friend in the Year 8
Halloween fancy dress competition. His mother had
made us two Lego men costumes from old tablet boxes
and powder containers. I was one of the first in line to
join football team and won a prize for excellence in Art.
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There are so many subjects and opportunities
at the Academy to enjoy. There is a wide variety
extracurricular activities on offer, there really is
something for everyone. I joined the golf, soccer and
football teams. This has remained with me to this day as
I now embark on the quarter final of the Macrory Cup.
There have been so many other special memories
made during my time at the Academy most notably
the junior ski trip to Andalo, the shared trip to Berlin
with the Royal School Dungannon and three
summers well spent in loch an Iuir at the Gaeltacht
with the boys I met on my very first day.
Whilst these memories are the highlights of
my years in the academy it is the teachers
who have helped me become the person
I am today. The Academy has fostered
and developed my talents and skills to
support me in an ever changing world.
My advice to new pupils is to embrace
every opportunity the academy has
to offer in this new state of the art
school. It has been a privilege to be
Head Boy this year and be able
to give a little back to a school
that has given me so much.
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INSIGHTS WITH THE HEAD GIRL - Niamh Wilkinson
Some of our Year 8 pupils were curious to find out more
about the journey our Head Girl, Niamh Wilkinson has
been on whilst at the Academy and what her hopes are
for the future. So we arranged for Aoife and Dorian from
8D to meet up with Niamh for an exclusive interview.
Did you find it hard to make new friends?
The idea of making new friends in Year 8 was
really daunting, especially coming from primary
school with only my twin brother. Everyone in the
Academy was so welcoming and making new
really friends was really easy. Opportunities such
as the Yellow Brick Road programme gave me an
opportunity to bond with others in my year group.
Were you able to find your way around the school easily?
I did get lost a few times at the start but there was always
someone happy to help me find my way. However, you
will have the benefits of the signposts everywhere in
the new school so getting lost shouldn’t be a problem.
What extra-curricular activities did you
get involved in as a Year 8?
In Year 8, you should get involved in as many activities
as possible. The Academy has a lot on offer. In Year 8 I
joined the Choir, took singing lessons and I even tried
W
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playing camogie for the first time, although not very
well! I also enjoyed getting involved in Irish language
opportunities such as the Feis and Gaeltacht.
What advice would you give to your Year 8 self?
Work hard from the beginning and you will reap the
rewards. Embrace your school days and give yourself
the opportunity to learn and grow in the Academy.
What were your favourite subjects in Year 8?
I loved science as a Year 8 and I still love all
the sciences today. I also loved getting the
opportunity to study Art and Music.
What do you hope to study when you
leave St Patrick’s Academy?
I hope to study Medicine and I feel that the Academy
has truly given me the skills to cope at university.
What do you enjoy most about St Patrick’s Academy?
When I compare the Academy in its new building
to the old building, I can truly appreciate the state
of the art facilities that are on offer; however my
favourite thing about the Academy, which has
not changed, is the sense of community.
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RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Catholic schools are called to recognise
and respect the uniqueness of all
individuals, to enable them to reach their
full potential and to help create the world
as God intends it to be. (John Paul II).
As a Catholic school, our aim is that
the pupils in our care are nurtured in ‘a
lived and living’ Faith. We endeavour
to provide spiritual nourishment which
is meaningful and enhancing in the
face of ever-increasing materialism
and the erosion of traditional values.
The school strives to work in harmony
with the Church and with parents to
help to create and sustain a vibrant
sense of spiritual awareness in our
young people. Programmes include
promoting active participation in
assemblies, collective worship, retreats,
fundraising for charity and community
work, together with frequent visits
from our school chaplain. We also offer
the Pope John Paul II award which
promote faith in action among pupils.

Our school prides itself not only on
academic success, but also on creating
a school ethos with relationships and
community at its heart. As part of this,
we actively encourage all our pupils to
get involved in fundraising activities for
both local and international charities.
Through this work we see our pupils
grow as confident and responsible
young people with a strong sense
of social justice. We are grateful for
our parents’ support in this work and
the very fine young people they are
raising in a spirit of charity towards
those less fortunate than ourselves.
Central to religious life in the school is
our new oratory which was officially
blessed and dedicated by Archbishop
Eamonn Martin in 2019. This sacred
space provides a quiet place for prayer
and reflection for pupils amidst the
hustle and bustle of school life.

School Prayer
St Patrick, Patron of our school,
Inspire us to bring out the best in everyone
Encourage us to use our talents to the full.
Help us to respect others as much
as we respect ourselves.
Through your intercession,
Amen.
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Dungannon
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Tel: 028 877 27400
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